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Abstract
Magnetic properties of nanocrystalline Fe Al Nb B Cu alloy were investigated by MoK ssbauer spectroscopy.
    
As-quenched amorphous ribbon was #ash annealed at temperature range of between 350 and 7003C to obtain di!erent
stages of crystallization. MoK ssbauer spectra consist of both sharp sextet due to BCC-Fe(Al) phase and two binomially
distributed sextets due to amorphous matrix and interface layer, respectively. Distribution of various hyper"ne
parameters were obtained and special focus was given to the structure of interfacial layer. The #ash anneal starts the
crystallization at 4003C, and shows Fe B phase at 5503C. The fraction of crystalline phase produced by annealing was as

high as 46% at 5503C.  2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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Up to now, kinetics of crystallization process and
nanocrystalline properties were examined mainly on
two kinds of alloys: the "rst one is FINEMET-type
alloys containing Si and the other is FeCuMB
(M"Cr,Ti,Zr,2) [1,2] alloys. In the case of
Fe Nb Cu Si B alloy [3], the spectra exhibit many
    
sharp lines due to di!erent Fe sites superimposed on
broad six lines due to remaining amorphous matrix. On
the other hand, Greneche [2] reported that, unlike in
Si-containing materials, FeCuMB (M"Cr,Ti,Zr,2)
nanocrystalline alloys consist of BCC-Fe grains induced
during the "rst stage of crystallization. In this case, one
simple sextet is piled up on a broad distributed subspectrum.
In the present paper, we will elucidate the nanocrystalline properties of Al-substituted Fe Al Nb B Cu
    
alloys. In addition, special focus will be given to the
structures of interfacial phase present during the crystallization as well as to the structures of amorphous remainders and nanocrystalline grains.
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Nanocrystalline Fe Al Nb B Cu amorphous rib    
bons were prepared by single-roll melt-spinning method.
To obtain samples at various stages of crystallization, asmade amorphous specimens were #ash-annealed in
a protective atmosphere at annealing temperatures from
400 to 6003C. A MoK ssbauer spectrometer of conventional
transmission type was used in the constant acceleration
mode. Co source in a Rh matrix was used at room
temperature. All isomer shift values referred in this paper
are those with respect to }Fe. Hyper"ne parameters
were evaluated using the revised Vincze method proposed by Ok et. al. Details of the method were introduced
in Ref. [4].
Fig. 1 shows room temperature MoK ssbauer spectra of
Fe Al Nb B Cu alloy #ash-annealed at various
    
temperatures. As is clear from the "gure, sharp six lines
continuously grow up as the annealing temperature rises,
which indicates the transformation from an amorphous
state to a crystalline one. These spectra were "tted by
employing two independent distributions of hyper"ne
parameters and sextets of Lorentzian lines. One of the
broad distributed pro"les is clearly attributed to the
amorphous matrix phase. The other distributed pro"les
are due to the so-called interface zone, intermediate between the bulk of crystalline grains and of amorphous
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